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Abstract 

Electronic transactions require certain infrastructures to be in place to ensure the reliability and 

security of the payment processes. Certified acquirers must meet requirements by the credit card 

companies to serve as intermediaries between the card companies and merchants. Mastercard 

requires acquirers to test their software regularly. Typically, this involves connecting to Mastercard’s 

Scheme Simulator, however acquirers are free to develop their own software that could serve the 

same purpose. That could be of great benefit to the acquirers, as Mastercard’s official testing vehicle 

is excessive for the purposes of basic testing, as it is both expensive and slow to run. This project 

involved developing a Mastercard Simulator for the specialized task of basic tests. The aim was that 

this Simulator would be more efficient and could thereby potentially replace the official Scheme 

Simulator for Rapyd Europe. The final product was a functional Simulator that was demonstrated to 

be more efficient than its predecessor in responding to tests. 
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1 Introduction 

Rapyd is a fintech company that was established in 2016 with the main focus on smart payment 

solutions. The company offers over 900 different payment solutions in more than 100 countries. In the 

summer of 2020 Rapyd took over the Icelandic acquirer KORTA which introduced conventional POS 

payments to the range of solutions that Rapyd previously offered. 

1.1 The Acquiring Process 

‘Acquiring’ is a concept used for the process that takes place when paying for a service or a product 

using a credit or debit card. The acquirer serves as an intermediary between the card company and 

the merchant, receiving the authorisation request from the POS device or the payment gateway and 

passing it on to the card company. The card company then either authorizes or rejects the request, 

sends a response to the acquirer and the acquirer passes the response back to the POS device or the 

payment gateway. 

Figure 1: Overview of a credit card transaction from POS device to a credit card schema through an acquirer. 

 

The acquirer’s software must follow strict protocols set by the card companies and it must be certified 

regularly. The acquirer needs to be able to test the software thoroughly in terms of communication 

with the POS devices, in line with the requirements by the card companies. 

1.2 The Problem 

Rapyd has offices all over the world, so there is an increased need to be able to test the acquiring 

system from anywhere, both for ecommerce and POS transactions. Additionally, the POS device 

manufacturers have a connection to Rapyd Europe’s acquiring system for Mastercard testing on their 

side. For them to be able to perform testing towards the acquiring software, they need to be connected 

to a Mastercard Scheme Simulator. 

The Mastercard Scheme Simulator that Rapyd Europe hf. uses, takes very long to process each request 

(2-3 sec.). This makes it unsuitable for automatic testing. During the certification process it is very 

important that the logs from the simulator are relatively clean, i.e., that they do not contain many 

messages from unrelated testing. Since the license for the simulator is very expensive, the company 

has only one simulator. Consequently, third parties are not able to run any Mastercard tests during the 

certification process. 
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1.3 The Solution 

The goal of the project was to write a new Mastercard simulator that responds in the same way as 

Mastercard does when it receives an authorisation request from the acquirer’s authorisation system. 

This Simulator can then be used for general testing of the authorisation system and can be handed 

over to external parties as well. The current Mastercard simulator will then only be used for regular 

certification processes required by Mastercard. 

For the solution, a Test Manager was implemented, that generates requests for all tests that are turned 

on in a config file. Rapyd’s authorisation system can be plugged between the Test Manager and the 

new Simulator and XML messages from the Test Manager are processed and converted to byte stream 

according to the ISO 8583 standard. The Simulator can receive requests from KSE, Rapyd’s 

Authorisation System, and respond back once it has processed the message. The authorisation system 

then processes the response, converts the byte stream back to XML and responds back to the Test 

Manager. 

Rapyd interacts with POS devices via XML messages over raw socket connections. However, 

communication with Mastercard follows a specific Mastercard standard based on the ISO 8583 

standard. The authorisation system receives the XML message, converts it to a byte stream and then 

forwards the stream to Mastercard over raw socket connections. 

Figure 2: Overview of a credit card transaction from POS device to Mastercard through KSE, Rapyd’s Authorisation System. 

 

The project involved writing a service based on a set of tests that Mastercard requires for its 

certification processes. The service can receive byte stream with messages formatted according to the 

Mastercard standard. Once the service has read a message, it processes it according to what 

Mastercard defines as correct behaviour and then sends back the appropriate response in the same 

format. 

Figure 3: In the first phase, the Test Manager will communicate directly with the Simulator. 
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Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the team had limited access to Rapyd’s network and therefore The Test 

Manager was mainly run connecting directly to the Simulator sending requests and reading responses 

in ISO format. It can however be connected to KSE, sending the tests as an XML message directly into 

Rapyd’s authorisation system, which then forwards them into the Simulator. 

Figure 4: Final setup of the solution includes communication to and from KSE, Rapyd’s Authorisation System. 

 

1.4 Final Product 

The final product of the project is running Mastercard simulator with a Test Manager. The project is 

owned by Rapyd and the company will take care of further development and maintenance of the 

software beyond the phases of this project. The outcome of the project includes the following 

elements: 

• A service that receives an authorisation request from the authorisation system and responds 

according to Mastercard standards. 

• A test suite of Mastercard tests that simulate POS transactions sent to the Mastercard 

simulator. 

o Each test is a message according to a specification from Mastercard. The Test Manager 

that receives the response validates it. 

• Documentation of the software. 

o User manual for the software 

o Test suite guide (included in the user manual) 

o Operational manual 

1.5 Development Environment and Technology 

Both the authorisation system of Rapyd Europe hf. and the existing testing (unit and integration) are 

written in Java and the Junit framework. The project was written in Java as it best suits the company’s 

technical requirements. 

1.6 Stakeholders 

The user group of the service consists of Rapyd’s development and testing team, Rapyd’s contacts with 

POS device manufacturers, and possibly, external parties who write services for Rapyd Europe’s 

authorisation system. Rapyd Europe hf. aided with the project to ensure it meets the needs of the 

company. 
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2 Methodology 

2.1 Scrum 

The team used Scrum methodology to manage the project organization. Scrum is based on the Agile 

ideology and is based on iterations where requirements are broken down into small tasks and gradually 

implemented in sprints. The project is broken down into small units and the group decides on a realistic 

goal at the beginning of each sprint. 

2.2 Roles 

The product owner had the total overview of the project and was the company’s liaison. The team 

selected a Scrum master at the beginning of each sprint who was responsible for making the team 

follow the methodology and protocols. The Scrum master also managed the progress report. By 

rotating the role of the Scrum master between the group members, each group member’s 

responsibility and knowledge sharing was maximized. 

Sunna also had the extra role of the team’s contact with Rapyd Europe since she is an employee of the 

company. Due to the COVID-19 restrictions, during most of the semester, she was the only one allowed 

in the Rapyd office, which made her an important link to the product owner. The entire team was 

responsible for development and project management. 

Table 1: Team and roles. 

Role Assignee 

Product Owner Atli Már Guðmundsson, Rapyd Europe 

Scrum Master Rotating between team members 

Team Árni Fannar Sigurðsson 

Sunna Mímisdóttir 

Svavar Páll Guðgeirsson 

Thelma Dögg Ágústsdóttir 

Team’s contact with Rapyd Europe Sunna Mímisdóttir 

2.3 Sprints 

Each sprint took two weeks. At the beginning of the sprint, the team decided which stories to work on 

in that sprint. The stories were taken from a backlog, broken down into tasks and added to the sprint. 

To assess the complexity and effort required for each task, the team used Planning Poker, which is an 

approach in the form of a game, where each member privately choses a score, called ‘story points’, to 

rate each task according to effort and/or complexity. In accordance with the recommendations of the 

authors of this system, the story point options were taken from the Fibonacci sequence: 

0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21 

If a task was estimated to be more than 21 story points, then it needed to be broken down further. 
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At the end of each sprint the team reviewed how the sprint went, what went well and what might have 

been done better. These meetings were called sprint retrospectives and they provided the team with 

a clear overview of the project status. 

2.4 Daily Meetings 

Daily meetings, which would normally take about 15 minutes, were conducted at 13:00 unless the 

group agreed to move the meeting to another time. During the pandemic-related restrictions, the daily 

meetings were conducted remotely with our main tool of communication, Discord. 

2.5 Work Hours 

It was assumed that everyone would be able to work about 3 - 6 hours daily on the project. Since 

everyone in the group is completing their studies alongside working, people would mostly work on this 

project during their free time. The group unanimously agreed to have flexibility in the meeting hours 

since not everyone in the group works regular business hours. 

2.6 Time Registration 

Excel was used to keep track of the hours spent on the project. Each member individually registered 

their time for the day, with a brief description of what that work involved. This way the team had a 

good overview of how much time had been spent on the project and what that time had gone into. 

2.7 Git Strategy 

The team decided to use the Gitflow Workflow branching strategy to facilitate continuous 

development of the project. There are two main branches, master and develop. Other branches, which 

would typically be branched from the develop branch, would be temporary and specific to some certain 

feature or a bugfix. When that task would be completed, the branch would be merged back into 

develop, with a ‘pull’ request, which would require another team member to review the incoming code 

before approving it as changes to the main branch. For releases, stable versions of develop would be 

merged into the master branch and each release would be tagged with a proper version number. This 

strategy was to prevent git accidents, like code being overwritten with a merge that did not go through 

a pull request, or code being pushed to the master branch without proper testing.1 

2.8 Work Location 

Due to COVID-19 restrictions, Rapyd Europe hf. was not able to provide the students with an office 

space to work on the project during the first weeks. However, between February 24th and March 24th, 

the team was able to work together at Rapyd’s office space. Working from home and remote meetings 

remained an option whenever needed and after March 24th, remote sessions were the only platform 

the team could use. 

 

1 Vincent Driessen, A successful Git branching model, Note of reflection, 2010, https://nvie.com/posts/a-successful-git-branching-model/ 

(Driessen 2010) 
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2.9 Tools 

The group used various tools to administer and manage the project. 

Table 2: Tools used by the group for project work. 

Tool Purpose Description 

Jira Project 

management 

Atlassian’s Jira is a powerful project management tool for agile 

methods and issue tracking. We broke the project and each 

feature down to smaller units which then was added to the 

sprints according to the status of the project. 

Bitbucket Source control The group used Bitbucket for source control of the code and a 

conventional GitFlow was used with two main branches, master 

and develop. The master branch has stored the official release 

history and development has been used for continuous 

integration. Originally, we used GitHub but in sprint 3 we moved 

our code to Bitbucket, as it offered Jira integration. 

Confluence Meeting notes The group used Confluence for meeting notes for daily stand-up 

meetings, sprint planning and sprint retrospective. 

IntelliJ Development The group decided to use IntelliJ, the Java IDE from JetBrains, for 

writing code. 

OneDrive Documentation 

and storage 

OneDrive was used to maintain and store all documents and 

reports, in Excel, Word and PowerPoint. 

Discord Communication Discord was used for communication within the team. 

2.10 Code Style 

To ensure cohesive and uniform coding style, the group decided to follow Java Code Conventions from 

Princeton University: 

Table 3: Example of code style. 

Example 

Identifier  

Type 

Rules for Naming Examples 

Classes Class names should be nouns, in mixed case with the first 

letter of each internal word capitalized. Try to keep your 

class names simple and descriptive. Use whole words - 

avoid acronyms and abbreviations (unless the abbreviation 

is much more widely used than the long form, such as URL 

or HTML).2 

class Raster; 

class ImageSprite; 

 

2 Sun Microsystems, Java Code Convention, page 16, https://introcs.cs.princeton.edu/java/11style/codeconventions-150003.pdf. (Programming in 

Java 1997) 

https://introcs.cs.princeton.edu/java/11style/codeconventions-150003.pdf
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2.11 Assignment Delivery Dates 

The delivery dates of the assignments are outlined in the table below. All documents were to be turned 

in at least 2 business days before the meetings, and the documents that were turned in were to be in 

the current state at each point. Which documents were turned in was decided with the group’s 

supervisor. 

Table 4: Assignment delivery dates. 

Date Assignment Data 

28.1.21 First delivery of the final report 

(draft). 

Team agreement of work ethics. 

Draft of work plan. 

23.2.21 Delivery of documents for the first 

status meeting. 

Work plan. 

Risk assessment. 

Design draft. 

Progress report. 

25.2.21 First status meeting. Documents reviewed. 

19.3.21 Delivery of documents for the second 

status meeting. 

Data/documents listed in the work 

plan. 

23.3.21 Second status meeting. Documents reviewed. 

4.5.21 Delivery of documents for the final 

status meeting. 

Operating manual. 

User and installation manual. 

Other data/documents according to 

work plan. 

6.5.21 Final status meeting. Documents reviewed. 

14.5.21 Final delivery of the final report 

(before 12:00). 

Documents cannot be modified after 

this day. 

17.5.21 – 18.5.21 Public presentation of final projects 

at RU. 
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3 Project Work Plan 

The team planned to have 9 sprints in total and that plan was followed through. We decided to give 

each sprint a name with a Eurovision song theme, starting with the appropriate title Think About Things 

with Daði and Gagnamagnið for sprint zero. The circle was then closed again with Daði and 

Gagnamagnið and the song 10 Years, Iceland’s entry to this year’s Eurovision Song Contest. 

Table 5: Estimated sprints during the course of the project with planned hours. 

Sprint Date Sprint name Hours Hours per member 

Sprint 0 18.1.21 – 31.1.21 Think About Things 150 50 

Sprint 1 1.2.21 – 14.2.21 Spirit in the Sky 140 35 

Sprint 2 15.2.21 – 28.2.21 New Tomorrow 140 35 

Sprint 3 1.3.21 – 14.3.21 Euphoria 140 35 

Sprint 4 15.3.21 – 28.3.21 All Out of Luck 140 35 

Sprint 5 29.3.21 – 11.4.21 Tell Me! 140 35 

Sprint 6 12.4.21 – 25.4.21 Is It True? 140 35 

Sprint 7 26.4.21 – 9.5.21 Heroes 140 35 

Sprint 8 10.5.21 – 18.5.21 10 Years 120 30 

Total 1250 325 

The following table shows the first draft of splitting the project into components and estimation of 

project planning. Initially, the plan was to work on encryption for the online PIN tests in sprints 6 and 

7 but unfortunately the team was unable to go into that due to underestimated level of complexity. 

Table 6: Work Plan. 

Component Category 

Sprint 0: Think About Things 

Read material from Rapyd Planning 

Technical research for the project Planning 

Set up repository and shared storage for documentation Planning 

Meetings and getting to know each other, supervisor and company contact Planning 

Initial stages of reports and design Reports 

Sprint 1: Spirit in the Sky 

Database design and setup Design 

Architecture and design Design 

Test case data preparation Planning 

Reports and project management Reports 

Sprint 2: New Tomorrow 

Test Manager and Simulator business logic Coding 
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Component Category 

Unit testing Testing 

Reports and project management Reports 

Sprint 3: Euphoria 

Test Manager and Simulator business logic Coding 

Unit and integration testing Testing 

Reports and project management Reports 

Sprint 4: All Out of Luck 

Test Manager and Simulator business logic Coding 

Unit and integration testing Testing 

Reports and project management Reports 

Sprint 5: Tell Me! 

Test Manager and Simulator business logic Coding 

Integration testing Testing 

Reports and project management Reports 

Sprint 6: Is It True? 

Test Manager and Simulator business logic Coding 

Encryption Coding 

Integration and system testing Testing 

Reports and project management Reports 

Sprint 7: Heroes 

Test Manager and Simulator business logic Coding 

Encryption Coding 

Integration, system, and acceptance testing Testing 

Practice for final presentation Planning 

Reports and project management Reports 

Sprint 8: 10 Years 

System and acceptance testing Testing 

Practice for final presentation Planning 

Reports and project management Reports 
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4 Design 

The overall design covered both the list of requirements (functional and non-functional) that the 

software needed to address, and the system design in terms of its architecture, inner processes, 

interfaces, and databases. As the users of this software were only other software applications, user 

groups were not applicable. Instead, the functional requirements all concerned test engineers. 

4.1 Functional Requirements 

In the following list of requirements, general functional requirements are listed in rows 1 to 18. 

Functional requirements in row 19 and onwards are based on the official tests that Mastercard 

requires in a certification process. These requirements contain a test reference number (e.g., test 

040000000001) that refers to a unique test case reference number published by Mastercard. 

Table 7: Functional requirements for the project. 

No. Name Feature Priority Description 

1. Socket 

connections 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

have the Test Manager and the Simulator 

communicating over raw socket 

connections. 

2. Config for 

protocol 

Test Manager A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

config the Test Manager to control 

whether it communicates with the 

Authorisation System or the Simulator. 

3. Byte stream Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

send and receive a byte stream to and 

from the Test Manager and Simulator. 

4. XML stream Test Manager A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

send and receive XML data to and from the 

Test Manager. 

5. Definition of 

expected 

outcome 

Test Manager A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

validate the test results in the Test Manage 

for each test. 

6. Dynamic 

timestamps 

Test Manager A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

tests with dynamic timestamps, so the Test 

Manager needs to update timestamp data 

fields in each test before it is run. 

7. Pattern matching Simulator A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to get 

appropriate responses from the Simulator 

for given input parameters. 
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No. Name Feature Priority Description 

8. Binary data for 

each test 

Test Manager A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

have access to the binary data for each test 

in the Test Manager. 

9. XML data for each 

test 

Test Manager A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

have access to the XML data for each test 

in the Test Manager. 

10. Mapping between 

XML and binary 

data 

Test Manager A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

have access to mapping between the XML 

and binary data for each test in the Test 

Manager. 

11. Adding new tests Test Manager A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to add 

more tests to the certification test suite in 

the Test Manager. 

12. Adding new test 

processing 

Simulator A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to add 

process handling for new tests in the 

Simulator. 

13. Transaction 

logging 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

access logs for every test/transaction that 

is run from the Test Manager to the 

Simulator. The logs must include both 

requests in XML format and ISO format. 

14. Command line 

environment 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

both the Simulator and the Test Manager 

from command line. 

15. Authorisation 

requests 

Test Manager A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

general authorisation requests from the 

Test Manager to the Simulator. 

16. Authorisation 

response 

Simulator A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

receive general authorisation responses 

from the Simulator to the Test Manager. 

17. Reversal request Test Manager A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

general reversal requests from the Test 

Manager to the Simulator. 

18. Reversal response Simulator A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

receive general reversal responses from 

the Simulator to the Test Manager. 
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No. Name Feature Priority Description 

19. MSR3 or CNP 

business 

transaction and 

CVM of customer 

choice 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request with 

Magnetic Stripe card or card not present 

from the Test Manager for test accounts 

within 11-digit account ranges that have 

been segmented within an 8-digit Bank 

Interchange Number (tests 040000000001 

and 040000000002). 

20. Reversal of MSR 

or CNP business 

transaction and 

CVM of customer 

choice 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message reversal request with 

Magnetic Stripe card or card not present 

from the Test Manager for test accounts 

within 11-digit account ranges that have 

been segmented within an 8-digit Bank 

Interchange Number (tests 040000000001 

and 040000000002). 

21. Manual entry 

purchase 

transaction with 

signature CVM 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for a manual entry 

purchase transaction with signature as 

Cardholder Verification Method (test 

040000200001). 

22. MSR purchase 

transaction with 

signature CVM 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request with 

Magnetic Stripe card from the Test 

Manager for a purchase transaction with 

signature as Cardholder Verification 

Method (test 040000200002). 

23. Manual entry 

payment 

transaction and 

electronic 

commerce 

payment 

transaction with 

no CVM 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for an electronic 

commerce payment transaction with no 

Cardholder Verification Method and 

transaction type identifier set (excluding 

MoneySend types) (test 040000200009). 

 

3 In requirements 19. and onwards, acronyms from the payment industry are common. Glossary for those acronyms can be found in Chapter 

10. 
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No. Name Feature Priority Description 

24. MSR refund 

transaction with 

signature as CVM 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for a Magnetic Stripe 

card refund transaction for all Merchant 

Category Codes except for airlines (codes 

3000-3350, and 4511). Trace ID should be 

provided in data element 48, sub-element 

63 (test 040000200015). 

25. Manual entry 

refund 

transaction with 

signature as CVM 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for a manual entry 

refund with signature as Cardholder 

Verification Method (test 040000200016). 

26. Various non-POS 

transactions with 

no CVM 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for mail order, telephone 

order and electronic commerce purchases 

with no Cardholder Verification Method 

(tests 040000300001, 040000300002 and 

040000300003). 

27. Manual entry 

refund with no 

CVM 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for a manual entry 

refund with no Cardholder Verification 

Method (test 040000300016). 

28. Partial 

authorisation of 

POS CNP business 

transaction and 

CVM of customer 

choice 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

A As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for a Point-of-Sale Card 

not present business transaction with 

Cardholder Verification Method of 

customer choice. The partial approval 

amount must be less than the requested 

amount and data element 48, sub-element 

61, position 1 must be equal to 1. The 

response must contain the partial approval 

amount in data element 4 (tests 

040000200032 and 040000300032). 
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No. Name Feature Priority Description 

29. POS business 

transaction and 

CVM of customer 

choice 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

B As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for a Point-of-Sale Card 

not present business transaction with a 19-

digit Primary Account Number and 

Cardholder Verification Method of 

customer choice. If available, track data 

must be provided (test 040000500006). 

30. Electronic 

commerce 

purchase with no 

CVM 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

B As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for an electronic 

commerce purchase and no Cardholder 

Verification Method. The Primary Account 

Number must be at least 12 digits and 

track data must be provided (test 

040000500007). 

31. ATM or POS MSR 

business 

transaction and 

CVM of customer 

choice 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

B As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for a Point-of-Sale 

Magnetic Stripe card business transaction 

with Cardholder Verification Method of 

customer choice. 

The amount must equal to nnnnnnnn87,25 

where nnnnnnnn indicates additional 

values necessary to represent a reasonable 

transaction amount. Data element 48, sub-

element 87 must be set (Cardholder 

Verification Code result) and the response 

should indicate an invalid CVC (test 

040000500010). 

32. ATM or POS MSR 

business 

transaction and 

CVM of customer 

choice 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

B As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for a Point-of-Sale 

Magnetic Stripe card business transaction 

with CVM of customer choice. Card Data 

Terminal must be provided in data element 

61, sub-element 11. (test 040000500011) 
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No. Name Feature Priority Description 

33. POS business 

transaction and 

CVM of customer 

choice 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

B As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for a Point-of-Sale 

business transaction with Cardholder 

Verification Method of customer choice. 

The amount must be equal to 

nnnnnnnn39,xx where nnnnnnnn indicates 

additional values necessary to represent a 

reasonable transaction amount and xx 

equals the desired response code (data 

element 39, position 11-12). The Simulator 

should send data element 44 with the 

value of 061 if the response code is 30 (test 

040000900001). 

34. MSR purchase 

with online PIN 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

C As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for a Magnetic Stripe 

card purchase with online PIN as 

Cardholder Verification Method (test 

040000200003). 

35. MSR refund with 

online PIN 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

C As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for a Magnetic Stripe 

card refund transaction with online PIN as 

Cardholder Verification Method (test 

040000200017). 

36. Electronic 

commerce 

purchase with 

online PIN  

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

C As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for an electronic 

commerce purchase with online PIN as 

Cardholder Verification Method (test 

040000300006). 

37. ATM or POS CP 

business 

transaction of 

customer choice 

with online PIN 

Test Manager 

& Simulator 

C As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run 

a dual message authorisation request from 

the Test Manager for a Point-of-Sale 

business transaction with card present and 

online PIN as Card Verification Method. 

The PIN must be 6 digits, indicated in data 

element 52 (test 040000500016). 
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4.2 Non-Functional Requirements 

Non-functional requirements are defined as requirements for the project outside of the functionality 

offered by the software. 

Table 8: Non-functional requirements for the project. 

Number Name Description Priority 

1. Error handling All errors and exceptions shall be handled properly 

to ensure runtime and efficiency. 

A 

2. Security Sensitive data must be encrypted according to 

requirements from Rapyd and Mastercard. 

A 

3. Scalability The system must be able to handle expansion to the 

test suite. 

A 

4. Maintenance The project must be designed in a way that makes it 

easy for the company to maintain the software in 

the future. 

A 

5. Application type The application must be a console application. A 

6. Code comments and 

documentation 

Java doc documentation must be used to document 

all classes and all functions. 

A 

7. Programming language The project must be written in Java. A 

8. Time limits The project must contain a runnable version of the 

software by the end of the semester. 

A 

9. Hosting The system should be able to be hosted both on 

premise and in the cloud. 

B 

4.3 Product Backlog 

The following table contains the complete product backlog exported from Jira. At the start of each 

sprint the team chose which stories they would work on during that sprint. The stories chosen were 

then broken down to smaller tasks, so the backlog grew constantly during the project. 

Table 9: The entire product backlog exported from Jira. 

Issue 

Type 
Key Summary Status Created Sprint 

Task CMS-1 Noun analysis Done 19.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-2 Jira board setup Done 19.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-3 Java socket programming tutorial Done 19.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-5 Project work agreement Done 19.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-6 Risk analysis Done 19.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-7 Design report Done 19.01.21 Think About Things 
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Issue 

Type 
Key Summary Status Created Sprint 

Task CMS-8 List of requirements Done 19.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-9 Progress report Done 19.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-11 Project description Done 19.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-13 Project work plan Done 19.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-26 Send final report draft to supervisor Done 21.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-27 Meeting with instructor on Tuesday at 18:00 Done 21.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-28 Test case database - design Done 26.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-29 
Data prep - extract test data from mastercard file to 

excel 
Done 26.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-30 Data prep - extract XML strings from data logs Done 26.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-31 Run manual tests to get log data Done 26.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-32 Move data to sharepoint Done 26.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-33 Make user stories Done 27.01.21 Think About Things 

Task CMS-15 Slides for status meeting 1 - 15.2.-24.2. Done 21.01.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-19 Send data 2 virkum dögum for status meeting 1 Done 21.01.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-76 Create slides for presentation on Feb. 8th Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-77 Practice run for presentation on Feb. 8th Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Story CMS-78 Database design Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-79 Database setup Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Story CMS-80 Test Manager architecture and design Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Story CMS-81 Simulator architecture and design Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Story CMS-82 Test case data preparation Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-83 Entity relationship diagram Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-84 Create schema for Test Manager Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-85 Create schema for Simulator Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-86 Interface towards KSE Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-87 Interface towards Simulator Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-88 Config access Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-89 Layered architecture - diagram, data access Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-90 Populate database with test data Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-91 Interface towards KSE Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-92 Interface towards Test Manager Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 

Task CMS-93 Layered architecture - diagram, data access Done 01.02.21 Spirit in the Sky 
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Issue 

Type 
Key Summary Status Created Sprint 

Story CMS-34 

As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to have the Test 

Manager and the Simulator communicating over raw 

socket connections. 

Done 27.01.21 New Tomorrow 

Story CMS-36 

As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to send and 

receive a byte stream to and from the Test Manager 

and Simulator. 

Done 27.01.21 New Tomorrow 

Story CMS-39 

As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run tests with 

dynamic timestamps so the Test Manager needs to 

update timestamp data fields in each test before it is 

run. 

Done 27.01.21 New Tomorrow 

Story CMS-45 

As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to access logs 

for every test/transaction that is run from the Test 

Manager to the Simulator. The logs must include 

both requests in XML format and ISO format. 

Done 27.01.21 New Tomorrow 

Story CMS-46 
As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run both the 

Simulator and the Test Manager from command line. 
Done 27.01.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-94 Slides for the first status meeting Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-95 
Send report and slides to Karl and Þröstur 2 business 

days before status meeting - 23.2. 
Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-96 Finish Maven package and config refactoring Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Story CMS-97 
Phase 1: As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to send 

and receive XML data to and from the Test Manager. 
Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-98 Get ready-made XML from the database Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-99 Get corresponding ISO from the database Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-100 Send the ISO to the Simulator Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-101 Get ISO response from the database Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-102 Get ISO response back from the Simulator Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-103 Update timestamp in XML request Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-105 
Add write-to-log commands wherever appropriate 

for the Test Manager 
Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-106 
Create two separate logs, one for the Simulator, and 

another one for the Test Manager 
Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-107 Get a jar executable for the Simulator Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-108 Get a jar executable for the Test Manager Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-109 Have the config file outside of the executable Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-110 
Create a module for global functionality and have it 

as a dependency in the Simulator and Test Manager 
Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-111 
Update final report with data for Spirit In The Sky 

(sprint 1) 
Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 
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Issue 

Type 
Key Summary Status Created Sprint 

Task CMS-112 
Review final report and make sure things are up to 

date 
Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-113 Create a server listening to a port defined in config Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-115 
Create a client that connects to the server on the 

open port 
Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-116 
Send a byte stream from the Test Manager to the 

Simulator when successfully connected 
Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-117 Read a byte stream from the Test Manager Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-118 
Send a response byte stream from the Simulator to 

the Test Manager 
Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Task CMS-119 Read a byte stream response from Simulator Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow 

Story CMS-35 

As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to config the 

Test Manager to control whether it communicates 

with the Authorisation System or the Simulator. 

Done 27.01.21 Euphoria 

Story CMS-41 
As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to have access 

to the XML data for each test in the Test Manager. 
Done 27.01.21 Euphoria 

Story CMS-42 

As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to have access 

to mapping between the XML and binary data for 

each test in the Test Manager. 

Done 27.01.21 Euphoria 

Story CMS-120 
Phase 2: As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to send 

and receive XML data to and from the Test Manager. 
Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-121 Translate XML to ISO Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-122 Translate ISO to XML Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-123 
Add config settings for which software the Test 

Manager is connecting to (KSE or Simulator) 
Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-124 
Read the config and add a condition for which 

software the Test Manager is connecting to 
Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-125 
Make sure ISO request is sent when connected to the 

Simulator and XML when connected to KSE 
Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-126 
Generate XML request in Test Manager according to 

test case definitions 
Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-127 Get test case from database Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-128 Go through ISO tutorial and exercises Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-129 Update final report with New Tomorrow Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-130 
Update sprint names (no Party for Everybody, 10 

Years instead) 
Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-131 
Update overall project burn down chart according to 

supervisor 
Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 
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Issue 

Type 
Key Summary Status Created Sprint 

Task CMS-133 
Get XML request from db and get ISO request 

corresponding to that XML 
Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-134 
Create ISO request for existing XML request and store 

it in db 
Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-135 Create XML if id not found and store it in the db Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-136 Database functionality for inserting into the database Done 28.02.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-137 DB design, setup and data insert for XML standard Done 01.03.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-138 Switch from GitHub to Bitbucket Done 01.03.21 Euphoria 

Bug CMS-139 Move bitmap calculations from simulator to utils Done 05.03.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-141 XML response in database Done 09.03.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-144 Add sprint 3 to report Done 09.03.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-145 Read report and check spelling Done 09.03.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-147 
Update entity relations diagrams according to 

database modifications 
Done 09.03.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-148 Create tables for xml_field and field_availability. Done 09.03.21 Euphoria 

Task CMS-104 Update timestamp in ISO request Done 14.02.21 New Tomorrow;Euphoria 

Task CMS-16 Slides for status meeting 2 - 23.3. Done 21.01.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-20 
Senda data 2 virkum dögum for status meeting 2 - 

19.3. 
Done 21.01.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-23 Unit & integration testing report Done 21.01.21 All Out of Luck 

Story CMS-48 

As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run general 

reversal requests from the Test Manager to the 

Simulator. 

Done 27.01.21 All Out of Luck 

Story CMS-50 
As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run a dual 

message authorization request 
Done 27.01.21 All Out of Luck 

Story CMS-51 

As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run a dual 

message reversal request with Magnetic Stripe card 

or Chip and PIN card from the Test Manager 

Done 27.01.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-140 Break up utilities.Utils into smaller classes Done 08.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-150 Set up a sensible way of test list in the config file Done 12.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-151 Generate ISO message for test 040000000001 Done 12.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-152 Generate ISO request for test 040000000002 Done 12.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-153 
Handle ISO request in the Simulator and return an 

appropriate response for test 040000000002 
Done 12.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-154 
Handle ISO request in the Simulator and return an 

appropriate response for test 040000000001 
Done 12.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Story CMS-155 Unit and integration testing report Done 12.03.21 All Out of Luck 
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Type 
Key Summary Status Created Sprint 

Task CMS-156 Integration test for general 0100 request Done 14.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-157 
Simulator: Handle all mandatory data elements in 

0100 
Done 14.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-158 
Simulator: Construct a general authorisation 

response (0110) 
Done 14.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-159 Integration test for 0110 response Done 14.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-160 
General reversal request: Create a normal request to 

be reversed 
Done 14.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-161 General reversal request: Create a 0400 request Done 14.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-162 
General reversal request: Send all mandatory 0400 

fields 
Done 14.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-163 
General reversal request: Handle mandatory 0400 

fields in Simulator 
Done 14.03.21 All Out of Luck 

Story CMS-142 Updated report, pp slides and other documentation Done 09.03.21 Euphoria;All Out of Luck 

Task CMS-146 Update slides and add sprint 3 to presentation Done 09.03.21 Euphoria;All Out of Luck 

Story CMS-49 

As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to receive 

general reversal responses from the Simulator to the 

Test Manager. 

Done 27.01.21 Tell Me! 

Story CMS-52 

Test 040000200001: As a Test Engineer, I want to be 

able to run a dual message authorization request 

from the Test Manager for a manual entry purchase 

transaction with signature as Cardholder Verification 

Method. 

Done 27.01.21 Tell Me! 

Story CMS-53 

Test 040000200002: As a Test Engineer, I want to be 

able to run a dual message authorization request 

with Magnetic Stripe card from the Test Manager for 

a purchase transaction with signature as Cardholder 

Verification Method. 

Done 27.01.21 Tell Me! 

Story CMS-54 

As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run a dual 

message authorization request from the Test 

Manager for an electronic commerce payment 

transaction with no Cardholder Verification Method 

and transaction type identifier set (test 

040000200009) 

Done 27.01.21 Tell Me! 

Story CMS-55 

Test 040000200016: As a Test Engineer, I want to be 

able to run a dual message authorization request 

from the Test Manager for a manual entry refund 

with signature as Cardholder Verification Method. 

Done 27.01.21 Tell Me! 

Story CMS-56 

Test 040000200032: As a Test Engineer, I want to be 

able to run a dual message authorization request 

from the Test Manager for a Point of Service business 

transaction with card present and Cardholder 

Verification Method of customer choice. 

Done 27.01.21 Tell Me! 
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Type 
Key Summary Status Created Sprint 

Story CMS-66 

The Simulator must be able to process a dual 

message authorization request from the Test 

Manager for a POS business transaction with card 

present and CVM of customer choice. 

Done 27.01.21 Tell Me! 

Bug CMS-164 
Fix mismatch between requests with length bytes 

and without length bytes 
Done 25.03.21 Tell Me! 

Story CMS-165 Sprint 4 book-keeping Done 26.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-170 Add sprint 4 to final report Done 26.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-171 Sprint 4 - Update total work hours in final report Done 26.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-172 Sprint 4 - Update product backlog in final report Done 26.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-173 
Sprint 4 - Review report (spelling, grammar, 

phrasing...) 
Done 26.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-174 
Sprint 4 - Update captions on figures and tables in 

final report 
Done 26.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-175 
Sprint 4 - Update table of contents, tables and figures 

in final report 
Done 26.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-176 
Sprint 4 - Update overall burndown chart in final 

report 
Done 26.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-177 
Sprint 4 - "Pretty-fy" overall look of the final report 

(cohesion) 
Done 26.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-210 Add total work hours per member to final report Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-211 Add one sub-log for Mastercard test run only Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-212 Maintain Coverage administration Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-213 
Validate a general 0400 reversal request and send 

response back to the Simulator 
Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-214 
Test 040000200001: Generate authorisation request 

with specific values for de3_1, de_22_1 and de61_10 
Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-215 
Test 040000200001: Make sure that the 

authoristation request is approved 
Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-216 
Test 040000200002: Generate authorisation request 

with specific values for de3_1, de_22_1 and de61_10 
Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-217 
Test 040000200002: Make sure that the 

authoristation request is approved 
Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-218 
Test 040000200016: Make sure that the 

authoristation request is approved 
Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-219 
Test 040000200016: Generate authorisation request 

with specific values for de3_1, de_22_1 and de61_10 
Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-220 
Test 040000200032: Generate authorisation request 

with specific values for de3_1, de_22_1 and de61_10 
Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 
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Key Summary Status Created Sprint 

Task CMS-221 
Test 040000200032: Make sure that the 

authoristation request is approved 
Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-222 
Test 040000200009: Generate authorisation request 

with specific values for de3_1, de_22_1 and de61_10 
Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-223 
Test 040000200009: Make sure that the 

authoristation request is approved 
Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-224 Create a RequestPattern class in Simulator Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-225 Add all test case patterns to the RequestPattern class Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Task CMS-226 Run pattern matching on all incoming requests Done 28.03.21 Tell Me! 

Story CMS-58 Test 040000500010: POS transaction - Priority A Done 27.01.21 Is It True? 

Story CMS-61 
Tests 040000300032: POS CNP business transaction - 

Priority A 
Done 27.01.21 Is It True? 

Story CMS-62 Test 040000500006: POS transaction - Priority A Done 27.01.21 Is It True? 

Story CMS-63 Test 040000500007: POS transaction - Priority A Done 27.01.21 Is It True? 

Story CMS-166 Sprint 5 book-keeping Done 26.03.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-178 
Sprint 5 - "Pretty-fy" overall look of the final report 

(cohesion) 
Done 26.03.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-182 Add sprint 5 to final report Done 26.03.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-186 Sprint 5 - Update total work hours in final report Done 26.03.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-190 Sprint 5 - Update product backlog in final report Done 26.03.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-194 
Sprint 5 - Review report (spelling, grammar, 

phrasing...) 
Done 26.03.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-198 
Sprint 5 - Update captions on figures and tables in 

final report 
Done 26.03.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-202 
Sprint 5 - Update table of contents, tables and figures 

in final report 
Done 26.03.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-206 
Sprint 5 - Update overall burndown chart in final 

report 
Done 26.03.21 Is It True? 

Story CMS-227 
Test 040000000001: Create XML version of test 

040000000001 
Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-228 Generate XML for test 040000000001 Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-229 
Translate the XML for test 040000000001 into ISO 

and send it to the Simulator 
Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-230 
Translate the ISO response from the Simulator to an 

XML response, validate it and store it 
Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-231 
Generate ISO request for test 040000300032 in the 

Test Manager 
Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 
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Key Summary Status Created Sprint 

Task CMS-232 
Handle the ISO request for test 040000300032 in the 

Simulator 
Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-233 Generate ISO request for test 040000500006 Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-234 
Handle ISO request for test 040000500006 in the 

Simulator 
Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-235 
Generate ISO request for test 040000500007 in the 

Test Manager 
Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-236 
Handle ISO request for test 040000500007 in the 

Simulator 
Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-237 
Generate ISO request for test 040000500010 in the 

Test Manager 
Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-238 
Handle ISO request for test 040000500010 in the 

Simulator 
Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Bug CMS-239 
Generating multiple ISO request in the Test Manager 

is very slow 
Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Task CMS-240 Test report chapter in the final report Done 13.04.21 Is It True? 

Story CMS-37 
As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to send and 

receive XML data to and from the Test Manager. 
Done 27.01.21 Heroes 

Story CMS-57 
Tests 300001, 300002 and 300003: Mail order, 

Telephone order, eCommerce order - Priority B 
Done 27.01.21 Heroes 

Story CMS-60 Test 040000300016: Manual entry refund - Priority B Done 27.01.21 Heroes 

Story CMS-65 Test 040000500011 - MSR transaction - Priority A Done 27.01.21 Heroes 

Story CMS-68 Test 040000200015 - MSR refund - Priority B Done 27.01.21 Heroes 

Story CMS-70 Test 040000900001 - POS transaction - Priority A Done 27.01.21 Heroes 

Story CMS-167 Sprint 6 book-keeping Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-179 
Sprint 6 - "Pretty-fy" overall look of the final report 

(cohesion) 
Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-183 Add sprint 6 to final report Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-187 Sprint 6 - Update total work hours in final report Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-188 Sprint 7 - Update total work hours in final report Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-191 Sprint 6 - Update product backlog in final report Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-195 
Sprint 6 - Review report (spelling, grammar, 

phrasing...) 
Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-199 
Sprint 6 - Update captions on figures and tables in 

final report 
Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-200 
Sprint 7 - Update captions on figures and tables in 

final report 
Done 26.03.21 Heroes 
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Issue 

Type 
Key Summary Status Created Sprint 

Task CMS-203 
Sprint 6 - Update table of contents, tables and figures 

in final report 
Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-207 
Sprint 6 - Update overall burndown chart in final 

report 
Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-208 
Sprint 7 - Update overall burndown chart in final 

report 
Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-241 
Generate ISO request for test 040000900001 in Test 

Manager 
Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-242 
Handle ISO request for test 040000900001 in 

Simulator 
Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-243 
Generate ISO request for test 040000500011 in Test 

Manager 
Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-244 
Handle ISO request for test 040000500011 in 

Simulator 
Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-245 
Generate ISO request for tests 040000300001, 

040000300002 and 040000300003 in Test Manager 
Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-246 
Handle ISO requests for tests 040000300001, 

040000300002 and 040000300001 in Simulator 
Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-247 
Generate ISO request for test 040000300016 in Test 

Manager 
Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-248 
Handle ISO request for test 040000300016 in 

Simulator 
Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-249 
Generate ISO request for test 040000200015 in Test 

Manager 
Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-250 
Handle ISO request for test 040000200015 in 

Simulator 
Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-251 Generate XML requests for all ISO tests Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Story CMS-252 Set up graphic view of the test runs Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-253 Unit tests for classes in utilities Done 23.04.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-21 Send data 2 virkum dögum for status meeting 3 Done 21.01.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-180 
Sprint 7 - "Pretty-fy" overall look of the final report 

(cohesion) 
Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-184 Add sprint 7 to final report Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-192 Sprint 7 - Update product backlog in final report Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-196 
Sprint 7 - Review report (spelling, grammar, 

phrasing...) 
Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-204 
Sprint 7 - Update table of contents, tables and figures 

in final report 
Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-17 Slides for status meeting 3 - 3.5.-12.5. Done 21.01.21 Heroes 
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Issue 

Type 
Key Summary Status Created Sprint 

Story CMS-168 Sprint 7 book-keeping Done 26.03.21 Heroes 

Task CMS-18 Slides for final presentation Done 21.01.21 10 Years 

Task CMS-22 Send data for final presentation Done 21.01.21 10 Years 

Task CMS-24 Operations manual Done 21.01.21 10 Years 

Task CMS-25 User manual Done 21.01.21 10 Years 

Story CMS-43 

As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to add more 

tests to the certification test suite in the Test 

Manager. 

Done 27.01.21 10 Years 

Story CMS-44 
As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to add process 

handling for new tests in the Simulator. 
Done 27.01.21 10 Years 

Story CMS-169 Sprint 8 book-keeping Done 26.03.21 10 Years 

Task CMS-181 
Sprint 8 - "Pretty-fy" overall look of the final report 

(cohesion) 
Done 26.03.21 10 Years 

Task CMS-185 Add sprint 8 to final report Done 26.03.21 10 Years 

Task CMS-189 Sprint 8 - Update total work hours in final report Done 26.03.21 10 Years 

Task CMS-193 Sprint 8 - Update product backlog in final report Done 26.03.21 10 Years 

Task CMS-197 
Sprint 8 - Review report (spelling, grammar, 

phrasing...) 
Done 26.03.21 10 Years 

Task CMS-201 
Sprint 8 - Update captions on figures and tables in 

final report 
Done 26.03.21 10 Years 

Task CMS-205 
Sprint 8 - Update table of contents, tables and figures 

in final report 
Done 26.03.21 10 Years 

Task CMS-209 
Sprint 8 - Update overall burndown chart in final 

report 
Done 26.03.21 10 Years 

Story CMS-59 Test 040000500016: POS online PIN - Priority C Closed 27.01.21 
 

Story CMS-64 
Test 040000300006 - eCommerce online PIN - Priority 

C 
Closed 27.01.21 

 

Story CMS-69 
Test 040000200017 - MSR refund online PIN - Priority 

C 
Closed 27.01.21 

 

Story CMS-72 Test 040000200003 - Online PIN - Priority C Closed 27.01.21 
 

Story CMS-38 

DUPLICATE: As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

validate the test results in the Test Manager for each 

test. 

Closed 27.01.21 
 

Story CMS-40 

DUPLICATE: As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to 

get appropriate response from the Simulator for 

given input parameters. 

Closed 27.01.21 
 

Story CMS-47 
DUPLICATE: Authorisation request from XML to 

Simulator 
Closed 27.01.21 
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Issue 

Type 
Key Summary Status Created Sprint 

Story CMS-71 
DUPLICATE: Test 040000500016 - POS transaction 

online PIN - Priority C 
Closed 27.01.21 

 

Story CMS-73 

DUPLICATE: The Simulator must be able to process a 

dual message authorization request from the Test 

Manager for a magnetic stripe refund transaction 

with online PIN as CVM. 

Closed 27.01.21 
 

Story CMS-74 

DUPLICATE: The Simulator must be able to process a 

dual message authorization request from the Test 

Manager for a electronic commerce purchase with 

online PIN as CVM. 

Closed 27.01.21 
 

Story CMS-75 

DUPLICATE: The Simulator must be able to process a 

dual message authorization request from the Test 

Manager for a electronic commerce purchase with 

online PIN as CVM and the PIN must be 6 digits, 

indicated in data element 52. 

Closed 27.01.21 
 

4.4 System Design 

The software is a console application with no graphical user interface. It can be wrapped into a Docker 

container which can then be run on a build server either on premises or in a cloud environment or run 

with Maven on all operating systems. 

4.4.1 Data Flow 

The following diagram shows how data flows from the Test Manager to KSE (Rapyd’s Authorisation 

system) which then processes the data and forwards it to the Simulator. The software has two 

interfaces, one for the Test Manager and another one for the Simulator. When communicating with 

KSE, two instances of the software need to be run, listening to different ports. KSE is treated as a 

complete black box, where the Test Manager and Simulator only knows KSE’s incoming and outgoing 

interfaces, respectively. 
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Figure 5: Data flow diagram of the whole system. 

  

The software can be configured to either communicate with KSE or directly with the Simulator. The 

Test Manager reads the configuration from a command line parameter and determines which request 

message protocol it should use (XML for KSE or ISO 8583 for direct communication with the Simulator). 

Figure 6: Data flow between Test Manager and Simulator with direct connection. 

 

If desired, Rapyd can use the Simulator for integration testing and then skip the leg between the Test 

Manager and KSE. Integration tests can be run directly from KSE and sent to the Simulator as the 
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following data flow diagram shows. The test validation is then performed within KSE, but the Simulator 

provides the business logic to handle the incoming request from KSE. 

Figure 7: Data flow between KSE Authorisation System and Simulator. 

 

4.4.2 Order of Procedures 

When running a certification test, the Test Manager reads a command line parameter to determine 

which test should be run, then generates an XML request and sends it to KSE. The business logic of KSE 

then processes the request and sends an ISO request to the Simulator. 

At that point, the business logic of the Simulator processes the request and uses pattern matching of 

data elements present and/or values within them to figure out how to respond. When an appropriate 

response is available, it is sent back to KSE and from there back to the Test Manager. Finally, the Test 

Manager validates the response, determines whether the test passed or failed, and then stores the 

result in the database. 
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Figure 8: Sequence diagram of the certification testing process. 

 

The architecture consists of 3 layers, Data Layer, Module Layer, and Interface Layer. This architecture 

resembles the MVC approach (Model, View, Controller). In the Data Layer we have models and entity 

classes. The Module Layer contains the complete business logic. The Interface Layer contains the 

socket connections and communication. Each layer can only communicate with the neighbouring layer, 

but the Data Layer also has access to the database and the Interface Layer communicates with the 

connecting software, i.e., the authorisation system. Even though the software contains two interfaces 

(Simulator and Test Manager), it has an internal separation of business logic through folder structure. 
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Figure 9: Layered architecture of the Test Manager. 

 

Figure 10: Layered architecture of the Simulator. 
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4.4.3 Database Design 

The Test Manager and Simulator store their data in a database. The development database was hosted 

in the Amazon Web Service Cloud. The team used MariaDB for this project because Rapyd already uses 

it for most of its databases. 

The database contains two separate logical segregations of data. The main set contains all the tables 

that are needed for running a test. This is demonstrated in an entity relationship diagram in Figure 11. 

The second set (Figure 12) contains only four static tables that store the structure of each data element 

Mastercard uses in its requests and responses. 

Figure 11: Entity relationship diagram for the database. 
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Figure 12: Tables for static content. 
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5 Risk Assessment and Recovery Strategy 

The following table shows the potential risks the team considered during the course of the project. 

Risk Severity is categorized by grades on a scale 1-3 where 

= Intolerable  = Tolerable  = Acceptable  

Risk Probability is categorized by grades on the scale 1-3 where 

= Probable = Possible = Unlikely 

5.1 Risk Assessment 

Table 10: Potential risks estimated by the team. 

Risk Potential Area of Impact RS4 RP5 Responsibility 

Code is 

damaged/lost/hacked. 
Code and the entire project. 1 2 Whole team. 

Code not running in 

presentation. 
Presentation. 2 1 Whole team. 

Company and/or 

Mastercard become 

bankrupt. 

Need for the product. 3 3 Outside party. 

A member leaves, 

becomes ill or has a 

family emergency. 

Product not necessarily finished. 2 2 Whole team. 

Hardware/software 

failure. 

Data and code lost, example, 

Bitbucket stops working and local 

copies are lost. 

2 3 Whole team. 

Virus attack. 

Data and code lost, example 

Bitbucket stops working and local 

copy are also lost. 

2 3 Whole team. 

Unauthorised access to 

network. 

Data from Rapyd and MC not 

accessible, continuation of the 

project slows down. 

2 3 Outside party. 

Malicious denial of 

access. 

Data from Rapyd and MC not 

accessible, project process is 

slowed down. 

2 3 Whole team. 

 

4 RS stands for Risk Severity. 

5 RP stands for Risk Probability. 

1 2 3 

1 3 2 
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Risk Potential Area of Impact RS4 RP5 Responsibility 

Disagreement within the 

team. 
Unable to work together. 2 2 Whole team. 

Unpredicted problems. Entire project. 2 2 Whole team. 

Unable to access the 

data. 
Code and other data on OneDrive. 1 2 Whole team. 

Computer fails. One team member. 2 2 Each team member. 

Assignments in different 

classes. 
Entire group. 2 2 Each team member. 

Git team mistake. Entire group. 2 1 Whole team. 

5.2 Recovery Strategy 

Table 11: Recovery Strategy to given risks from Table 10. 

Risk Recovery Strategy 

Code is damaged/lost/hacked. Save the code both locally and on Bitbucket. 

Code not running in presentation. Make a video that demonstrates a running and working code 

before the presentation. 

Company and/or Mastercard 

become bankrupt. 

Project is independent and usable as a standalone product. 

A member leaves or becomes ill. The project becomes smaller the planned, worse if Sunna 

becomes ill because she is our connection to the company. 

Hardware/software failure. Everyone keeps a local copy, as well a copy on Bitbucket. 

Virus attack. If all the computers, and Bitbucket stopped working, it might 

be wise to keep a copy at Rapyd. They should be better 

protected against such attacks. 

Unauthorised access to network. If the code got corrupted, we had a local copy of it and a copy 

on Bitbucket. If Rapyd revoked our access, we would have 

what we needed to finish the project. 

Malicious denial of access. We have copy of the code and the data on OneDrive. 

Disagreement within the team. The team will talk about it. If they are unable to reach an 

agreement, they will get external help as needed. 

Unpredicted problems Expect issues and plan extra time for the project. 

Unable to access the data Keep a copy on OneDrive, Bitbucket and with Rapyd. 

Computer fails. Make sure that we have access to another computer. 
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Risk Recovery Strategy 

Assignments in different classes. Plan and make room for extra time. 

Git team mistake. Use GitFlow branching strategy. 
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6 Progress Report 

The Scrum methodology was used throughout the development of this product. The project was split 

into 9 sprints, and each sprint was two weeks long. Group members took turns as Scrum master and a 

company contact at Rapyd had the role of product owner. 

Following the Scrum process, the group had sprint planning meetings at the beginning of each sprint, 

daily stand-up meetings, and a sprint retrospective at the end of each sprint. 

Sprint planning meetings were used to plan out and decide which tasks would be tackled during each 

sprint. Jira was used to keep track of user stories and tasks. 

The status of the project is as follows: 

Table 12: Project overview status. 

Total hours worked Total story points finished Total story points estimated 

1367 1115 11156 

 

Figure 13: Total work hours per member. 

 

 

 

6 4 stories were discarded due to underestimated level of complexity, all related to requirements of priority C (see Functional Requirements, 

chapter 4.1, requirements 34, 35, 36 and 37). 
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Figure 14: Overall project burndown chart. 

 

6.1 Sprint 0 – Think About Things 

16.1.2021 – 31.1.2021 

Scrum master: Thelma 

Think About Things was the theme for Sprint 0, since it was mostly about brainstorming and digesting 

information, getting our head around the problem, and start making decision on code style, 

development framework etc. During this sprint, the team consisted of only three members since Árni 

had not yet joined the team. 

6.1.1 Think About Things – Sprint Backlog 

Table 13: Sprint backlog for Think About Things. 

NO Task summary Story point 

estimate7 

1 Daily meetings 13 

2 Attend lectures 3 

3 Decide coding environment 1 

3.1 IntelliJ setup 1 

4 Decisions and setup 3 

4.1 Jira 2 

4.2 GitHub repository 1 

 

7 In this sprint, the team had not fully adapted to the concept of story points but later in the project, we converted the time we had estimated 

on tasks to story points. Since setting up Jira was one of the tasks, no Jira issues existed at this point. 
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NO Task summary Story point 

estimate7 

4.3 Google docs 1 

4.4 Teams 1 

5 Rapyd and Mastercard research 2 

5.1 Read Rapyd’s paperwork on the problem 2 

5.2 Research Mastercard ISO 8583 standard 1 

6 Tutorials and studying  13 

6.1 Socket programming 5 

6.2 Java  5 

7 Final report – incl. Risk analysis, work procedure, diagrams 8 

7.1 Risk analysis 2 

7.2 Work procedure 2 

7.3 Diagrams 2 

7.4 Report setup and preparation for hand-in 8 

8 Project overview report 5 

8.1 Report setup and translation 2 

8.2 Report writing 5 

9 Data extraction 5 

9.1 Test breakdown into excel file 2 

9.2 XML data extraction from log files 2 

10 Database for test criteria 13 

10.1 Database setup 5 

10.2 Database design 3 
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6.1.2 Think About Things – Sprint Burndown 

Figure 15: Burndown chart for Think About Things. 

 

6.1.3 Think About Things – Sprint Work Hours 

Total hours of work were 146 divided by the team members as follows: 

Table 14: Total work hours of Think About Things. 

Sunna Svavar Thelma 

52 39 55 

6.1.4 Think About Things – Sprint Retrospective 

The team had only positive comments at the retrospective. The collaboration was perfect, the morale 

within the team excellent and everything had worked as planned. The only action point was to keep 

up that good work. 

6.2 Sprint 1 – Spirit in the Sky 

1.2.2021 – 14.2.2021 

Scrum master: Svavar 

Spirit in the Sky was the theme for sprint 1. It was used for final preparations and to focus on 

documentations as well as database design and setup. The group got one additional member during 

this sprint. Sprint goals were achieved. 
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6.2.1 Spirit in the Sky – Sprint Backlog 

Table 15: Sprint backlog for Spirit in the Sky. 

NO Task summary 
Story point 
estimate8 

CMS-1 Daily meetings 8 

CMS-2 Attend lectures 2 

CMS-93 Layered architecture - diagram, data access 3 

CMS-89 Layered architecture - diagram, data access 3 

CMS-92 Interface towards Test Manager 3 

CMS-91 Interface towards KSE 3 

CMS-90 Populate database with test data 1 

CMS-88 Config access 1 

CMS-87 Interface towards Simulator 3 

CMS-86 Interface towards KSE 3 

CMS-85 Create schema for Simulator 2 

CMS-84 Create schema for Test Manager 2 

CMS-83 Entity relationship diagram 2 

CMS-82 Test case data preparation 8 

CMS-81 Simulator architecture and design 13 

CMS-80 Test Manager architecture and design 13 

CMS-79 Database setup 3 

CMS-78 Database design 8 

CMS-77 Practice run for presentation on Feb. 8th 2 

CMS-76 Create slides for presentation on Feb. 8th 2 

CMS-19 Send data 2 days before first status meeting 1 

CMS-15 Slides for status meeting 1 - 15.2.-24.2. 13 

  

 

8 Just as in sprint 0, the team had not fully adapted to the concept of story points but later in the project, we converted the time we had 

estimated on tasks to story points. 
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6.2.2 Spirit in the Sky – Sprint Burndown 

Figure 16: Burndown chart for Spirit int the Sky. 

 

6.2.3 Spirit in the Sky – Sprint Work Hours 

Total hours of work put in by each team member are shown in table 16. The sprint had already started 

when Árni joined the team. Collectively, total work hours were 149. 

Table 16: Total work hours of Spirit in the Sky. 

Árni Sunna Svavar Thelma 

31 41 37 40 

6.2.4 Spirit in the Sky – Sprint Retrospective 

The team continued the good collaboration from Think About Things and welcomed a new team 

member. Work ethics, effort and tempo were excellent, and the overall comments were very positive. 

Still adapting to Scrum, the team members noticed that the team could have been more aggressive in 

choosing stories into the sprint. Good documentation and initiative of each team member was the 

general review and noted as keep-doing’ action points. 

6.3 Sprint 2 – New Tomorrow 

15.2.2021 – 28.2.2021 

Scrum master: Árni 

New Tomorrow was the theme for sprint 2. Since most of the design work and preparation had been 

finished in the previous sprints, this sprint was mainly used to start programming and testing. The team 

decided to simplify the risk analysis as it was considered to be overly complicated. It was also decided 
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to discard the SpringBoot framework was also made since the team did not feel that it was supportive 

enough of raw sockets. 

During sprint 2 the team managed to finish 29 issues that accounted for 127 story points. One issue 

was moved over to the next sprint due to the task being more complicated than expected.  

6.3.1 New Tomorrow – Sprint Backlog 

Table 17: Sprint backlog for New Tomorrow. 

NO Task summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-119 Read a byte stream response from Simulator 5 

CMS-118 Send a response byte stream from the Simulator to the Test 

Manager 

5 

CMS-117 Read a byte stream from the Test Manager 3 

CMS-116 Send a byte stream from the Test Manager to the Simulator when 

successfully connected 

3 

CMS-115 Create a client that connects to the server on the open port 5 

CMS-113 Create a server listening to a port defined in config 5 

CMS-111 Update final report with data for Spirit in the Sky (sprint 1) 2 

CMS-110 Create a module for global functionality and have it as a 

dependency in the Simulator and Test Manager 

8 

CMS-109 Have the config file outside of the executable 13 

CMS-108 Get a jar executable for the Test Manager 5 

CMS-107 Get a jar executable for the Simulator 5 

CMS-105 Add write-to-log commands wherever appropriate for the Test 

Manager 

3 

CMS-103 Update timestamp in XML request 2 

CMS-98 Get ready-made XML from the database 5 

CMS-97 Phase 1: As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to send and receive 

XML data to and from the Test Manager. 

3 

CMS-96 Finish Maven package and config refactoring 8 

CMS-46 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run both the Simulator 

and the Test Manager from command line. 

2 

CMS-39 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run tests with dynamic 

timestamps, so the Test Manager needs to update timestamp 

data fields in each test before it is run. 

2 
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NO Task summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-36 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to send and receive a byte 

stream to and from the Test Manager and Simulator. 

2 

CMS-34 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to have the Test Manager 

and the Simulator communicating over raw socket connections. 

2 

CMS-104 Update timestamp in ISO request 8 

CMS-102 Get ISO response back from the Simulator 5 

CMS-99 Get corresponding ISO from the database 5 

CMS-112 Review final report and make sure things are up to date 5 

CMS-94 Slides for the first status meeting 8 

CMS-106 Create two separate logs, one for the Simulator, and another one 

for the Test Manager 

3 

CMS-101 Get ISO response from the database 5 

CMS-100 Send the ISO to the Simulator 5 

CMS-95 Send report and slides to Karl and Þröstur 2 business days before 

status meeting - 23.2. 

1 

CMS-45 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to access logs for every 

test/transaction that is run from the Test Manager to the 

Simulator. The logs must include both requests in XML format and 

ISO format. 

2 
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6.3.2 New Tomorrow – Sprint Burndown 

Figure 17: Burndown chart for New Tomorrow. 

 

6.3.3 New Tomorrow – Sprint Work Hours 

Total hours of work put in by the team collectively were 186 hours, hours put in by each team member 

during sprint 2 were as follows: 

Table 18: Total work hours of New Tomorrow. 

Árni Sunna Svavar Thelma 

50 43 46 47 

6.3.4 New Tomorrow – Sprint Retrospective 

The team agreed that the project presentation went very well. Everyone thought the planning and 

execution were excellent and from their feedback, the evaluators seemed to agree. The team was very 

happy to be able to work together at Rapyd’s office, due to less strict COVID-19 regulation. The team 

members noticed how pair programming and direct communication worked well for the group when 

they were in the same space. Communication and cooperation were noticeably good, and the group 

worked very well together. Reporting and planning was in a better place than the group had hoped 

for. 

The team members decided that they needed to dedicate themselves to cohesive code style according 

to the code style guide and code commenting using Java doc. Since pair programming had been 

successful, an action point was made to continue on that path. 
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6.4 Sprint 3 – Euphoria 

1.3.2021 – 14.3.2021 

Scrum master: Sunna 

Sprint 3 was called Euphoria. The general focus was on developing ways of processing and translating 

messages between the two different standards of the system, XML, and ISO. There was also a focus on 

enabling the switch from Simulator to Test Manager, and on setting up tables in the database that the 

team had not accounted for in the beginning. 

In this sprint, the team moved the project from GitHub to Bitbucket, which offered possibilities of 

integration with Jira.  

One team member experienced a minor Git setback when IntelliJ corrupted the local repository and 

refused to connect to Bitbucket. After solving this issue, the team member reported the problem to 

the rest of the team along with how it was solved. The team decided to commit and push more often 

to their branches to minimize the impact should this happen again. 

In this sprint, the team completed 28 issues of 147 story points. 

6.4.1 Euphoria – Sprint Backlog 

Table 19: Sprint backlog for Euphoria. 

NO Task summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-148 Create tables for xml_field and field_availability. 5 

CMS-147 Update entity relations diagrams according to database 

modifications 

5 

CMS-146 Update slides and add sprint 3 to presentation 2 

CMS-145 Read report and check spelling 1 

CMS-144 Add sprint 3 to report 2 

CMS-142 Updated report, ppt slides and other documentation 0 

CMS-141 XML response in database 1 

CMS-139 Move bitmap calculations from Simulator to Utils 1 

CMS-138 Switch from GitHub to Bitbucket 3 

CMS-137 DB design, setup and data insert for XML standard 13 

CMS-136 Database functionality for inserting into the database 3 

CMS-135 Create XML if id not found and store it in the db 5 

CMS-134 Create ISO request for existing XML request and store it in db 5 

CMS-133 Get XML request from db and get ISO request corresponding to that 

XML 

5 
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NO Task summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-131 Update overall project burn down chart according to supervisor 5 

CMS-130 Update sprint names (no Party for Everybody, 10 Years instead) 1 

CMS-129 Update final report with New Tomorrow 3 

CMS-128 Go through ISO tutorial and exercises 8 

CMS-127 Get test case from database 5 

CMS-126 Generate XML request in Test Manager according to test case 

definitions 

13 

CMS-125 Make sure ISO request is sent when connected to the Simulator and 

XML when connected to KSE 

3 

CMS-124 Read the config and add a condition for which software the Test 

Manager is connecting to 

3 

CMS-123 Add config settings for which software the Test Manager is 

connecting to (KSE or Simulator) 

1 

CMS-122 Translate ISO to XML 13 

CMS-121 Translate XML to ISO 13 

CMS-120 Phase 2: As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to send and receive 

XML data to and from the Test Manager. 

8 

CMS-104 Update timestamp in ISO request 8 

CMS-42 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to have access to mapping 

between the XML and binary data for each test in the Test Manager. 

3 

CMS-41 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to have access to the XML data 

for each test in the Test Manager. 

8 

CMS-35 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to config the Test Manager to 

control whether it communicates with the Authorisation System or 

the Simulator. 

3 
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6.4.2 Euphoria – Sprint Burndown 

Figure 18: Burndown chart for Euphoria. 

 

6.4.3 Euphoria – Sprint Work Hours 

Total hours of work put in by the team collectively were 217 hours. Those 217 hours were split by the 

team members as follows: 

Table 20: Total work hours for Euphoria. 

Árni Sunna Svavar Thelma 

65 44 44 64 

6.4.4 Euphoria – Sprint Retrospective 

The whole team agreed that the collaboration was still going incredibly well, and that the organization 

had been good overall. However, there had been scope changes to the sprint and the team was still 

getting the hang of organizing tasks into sprints consistently. After the incident of IntelliJ corrupting 

the local repository, the whole team agreed to take precautions against any inconvenience that might 

arise, should such an error reoccur in the future. The solution to the problem was documented and a 

plan was made on how to handle similar incidents, should they happen. Working from the offices of 

Rapyd worked out well, and the team members planned to be there as much as they could. 

The team decided to build on the experiences, so far, when planning future sprint and assessing of 

workload, with the goal of avoiding further scope changes. 
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6.5 Sprint 4 – All Out of Luck 

15.3.2021 – 28.3.2021 

Scrum master: Thelma 

Sprint 4 was named All Out of Luck. This sprint focused on ongoing development of processing and 

sending ISO messages between the Test Manager and the Simulator. Other goals of this sprint were to 

generate a test report for unit testing and test coverage, setting up a build server, and visual 

representation of log data. 

The team moved all meeting notes and other miscellaneous documentation to Confluence. Total story 

points chosen for this sprint were 140 relating to 23 issues. 

6.5.1 All Out of Luck – Sprint Backlog 

Table 21: Sprint backlog for All Out of Luck. 

NO Task Summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-142 Updated report, pp slides and other documentation 0 

CMS-146 Update slides and add sprint 3 to presentation 2 

CMS-150 Set up a sensible way of test list in the config file 8 

CMS-156 Integration test for general 0100 request 8 

CMS-158 Simulator: Construct a general authorisation response (0110) 8 

CMS-159 Integration test for 0110 response 8 

CMS-151 Generate ISO message for test 040000000001 5 

CMS-157 Simulator: Handle all mandatory data elements in 0100 8 

CMS-23 Unit & integration testing report 13 

CMS-51 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run a dual message 

reversal request with Magnetic Stripe card or Chip and PIN card 

from the Test Manager 

3 

CMS-140 Break up utilities.Utils into smaller classes 5 

CMS-152 Generate ISO request for test 040000000002 5 

CMS-153 Handle ISO request in the Simulator and return an appropriate 

response for test 040000000002 

5 

CMS-154 Handle ISO request in the Simulator and return an appropriate 

response for test 040000000001 

5 

CMS-155 Unit and integration testing report 5 

CMS-16 Slides for meeting 2 - 23.3. 3 

CMS-160 General reversal request: Create a normal request to be reversed 5 
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NO Task Summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-161 General reversal request: Create a 0400 request 13 

CMS-162 General reversal request: Send all mandatory 0400 fields 5 

CMS-163 General reversal request: Handle mandatory 0400 fields in 

Simulator 

13 

CMS-20 Submit material 2 business days before meeting 2 - 19.3. 2 

CMS-48 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run general reversal 

requests from the Test Manager to the Simulator. 

8 

CMS-50 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run a dual message 

authorization request 

3 

6.5.2 All Out of Luck – Sprint Burndown 

Figure 19: Burndown chart for All Out of Luck. 
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6.5.3 All Out of Luck – Sprint Work Hours 

The team collectively put in 207 hours of work, divided among the team members as follows: 

Table 22: Total work hours of All Out of Luck 

Árni Sunna Svavar Thelma 

61 45 45 56 

6.5.4 All Out of Luck – Sprint Retrospective 

The sprint All Out of Luck was finished with a retrospective meeting on March 26th. Workwise, the team 

agreed that the collaboration was at its best and the team had shown great resilience when a group 

member got sick during the sprint. 

All the team members mentioned as a negative factor the increased level of restrictions caused by a 

rise in COVID-19 cases. That resulted in Rapyd tightening restrictions, which meant the group was 

unable to work together at the office. COVID-19 also affected some of the team members’ personal 

lives with school/kindergarten closures and other limitations. 

Despite these uncontrollable negative circumstances, the team members managed to keep their work 

ethics and had a successful demo during the second status meeting. 

The main action point of the retrospective was to make a long-term planning to factor in variable work 

hours in the coming weeks (including Easter and exams). 

6.6 Sprint 5 – Tell Me! 

29.3.2021 – 11.4.2021 

Scrum master: Svavar 

Tell Me! was the name sprint 5. It contained 8 stories that collectively contained 31 issues. Additionally, 

3 independent issues were added to the sprint. 135 story points were estimated for these 34 issues. 

The main goal of the sprint was to finish implementing all the required Mastercard tests from reference 

table 040002. In the sprint planning, the team decided to have less aggressive goals than in previous 

sprints because of Easter break and exam week. 

6.6.1 Tell Me! – Sprint Backlog 

Table 23: Sprint backlog for Tell Me! 

NO Task Summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-226 Run pattern matching on all incoming requests 8 

CMS-225 Add all test case patterns to the RequestPattern class 8 

CMS-224 Create a RequestPattern class in Simulator 3 
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NO Task Summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-223 Test 040000200009: Make sure that the authorisation request is 

approved 

5 

CMS-222 Test 040000200009: Generate authorisation request with specific 

values for de3_1, de_22_1 and de61_10 

5 

CMS-221 Test 040000200032: Make sure that the authorisation request is 

approved 

5 

CMS-220 Test 040000200032: Generate authorisation request with specific 

values for de3_1, de_22_1 and de61_10 

5 

CMS-219 Test 040000200016: Generate authorisation request with specific 

values for de3_1, de_22_1 and de61_10 

5 

CMS-218 Test 040000200016: Make sure that the authorisation request is 

approved 

5 

CMS-217 Test 040000200002: Make sure that the authorisation request is 

approved 

5 

CMS-216 Test 040000200002: Generate authorisation request with specific 

values for de3_1, de_22_1 and de61_10 

5 

CMS-215 Test 040000200001: Make sure that the authorisation request is 

approved 

5 

CMS-214 Test 040000200001: Generate authorisation request with specific 

values for de3_1, de_22_1 and de61_10 

5 

CMS-213 Validate a general 0400 reversal request and send response back 

to the Simulator 

5 

CMS-212 Maintain Coverage administration 8 

CMS-211 Add one sub-log for Mastercard test run only 8 

CMS-210 Add total work hours per member to final report 1 

CMS-177 Sprint 4 - "Pretty-fy" overall look of the final report (cohesion) 3 

CMS-176 Sprint 4 - Update overall burndown chart in final report 3 

CMS-175 Sprint 4 - Update table of contents, tables, and figures in final 

report 

1 

CMS-174 Sprint 4 - Update captions on figures and tables in final report 1 

CMS-173 Sprint 4 - Review report (spelling, grammar, phrasing...) 2 

CMS-172 Sprint 4 - Update product backlog in final report 2 

CMS-171 Sprint 4 - Update total work hours in final report 1 

CMS-170 Add sprint 4 to final report 5 
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NO Task Summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-165 Sprint 4 book-keeping 2 

CMS-164 Fix mismatch between requests with length bytes and without 

length bytes 

5 

CMS-66 The Simulator must be able to process a dual message 

authorization request from the Test Manager for a POS business 

transaction with card present and CVM of customer choice. 

3 

CMS-56 Test 040000200032: As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run a 

dual message authorization request from the Test Manager for a 

Point of Service business transaction with card present and 

Cardholder Verification Method of customer choice. 

3 

CMS-55 Test 040000200016: As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run a 

dual message authorization request from the Test Manager for a 

manual entry refund with signature as Cardholder Verification 

Method. 

3 

CMS-54 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run a dual message 

authorization request from the Test Manager for an electronic 

commerce payment transaction with no Cardholder Verification 

Method and transaction type identifier set (test 040000200009) 

3 

CMS-53 Test 040000200002: As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run a 

dual message authorization request with Magnetic Stripe card 

from the Test Manager for a purchase transaction with signature 

as Cardholder Verification Method. 

2 

CMS-52 Test 040000200001: As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to run a 

dual message authorization request from the Test Manager for a 

manual entry purchase transaction with signature as Cardholder 

Verification Method. 

2 

CMS-49 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to receive general reversal 

responses from the Simulator to the Test Manager. 

3 
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6.6.2 Tell Me! – Sprint Burndown 

Figure 20: Burndown chart for Tell Me! 

 

6.6.3 Tell Me! – Sprint Work Hours 

The team put 165 work hours in this sprint, divided among the team members as follows: 

Table 24: Total work hours for Tell Me! 

Árni Sunna Svavar Thelma 

53 46 44 22 

6.6.4 Tell Me! – Sprint Retrospective 

The sprint retrospective demonstrated that the team was able to work through the increased COVID-

related restrictions. However, all team members noted as a negative factor the inability to work 

together, whether at the office or at school, as access to both was limited due to the restrictions. 

On the positive side, remote pair sessions and debugging turned out to be extremely valuable and the 

team agreed they were proud of their collaboration. The team also noticed how the consistently hard 

work of the previous weeks had benefitted them, as they could now be flexible and work limited hours 

during the exam week. 

The only action point from this sprint was to continue the good work ethics and collaboration and find 

workarounds to make up for the COVID-related restrictions. 
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6.7 Sprint 6 – Is It True? 

12.4.2021 – 25.4.2021 

Scrum master: Árni 

The 7th sprint (sprint 6) was called Is It True? During this sprint, the team went back to focusing 100% 

on the project after exams. 

In planning, 6 stories were chosen for the sprint, for a total of 25 issues and 2 independent issues. 

Estimated story points for this sprint were 125. 

The main goal of the sprint was to finish implementing all the required Mastercard tests from reference 

tables 040003 and 040005, and to start implementation of generating XML requests. 

6.7.1 Is It True? – Sprint Backlog 

Table 25: Sprint backlog for Is It True? 

NO Task Summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-240 Test report chapter in the final report 13 

CMS-239 Generating multiple ISO request in the Test Manager is very slow 13 

CMS-238 Handle ISO request for test 040000500010 in the Simulator 5 

CMS-237 Generate ISO request for test 040000500010 in the Test Manager 5 

CMS-236 Handle ISO request for test 040000500007 in the Simulator 5 

CMS-235 Generate ISO request for test 040000500007 in the Test Manager 5 

CMS-234 Handle ISO request for test 040000500006 in the Simulator 5 

CMS-233 Generate ISO request for test 040000500006 5 

CMS-232 Handle the ISO request for test 040000300032 in the Simulator 5 

CMS-231 Generate ISO request for test 040000300032 in the Test Manager 5 

CMS-230 Translate the ISO response from the Simulator to an XML response, 

validate it and store it 

8 

CMS-229 Translate the XML for test 040000000001 into ISO and send it to the 

Simulator 

8 

CMS-228 Generate XML for test 040000000001 8 

CMS-227 Test 040000000001: Create XML version of test 040000000001 3 

CMS-206 Sprint 5 - Update overall burndown chart in final report 3 

CMS-202 Sprint 5 - Update table of contents, tables, and figures in final report 1 

CMS-198 Sprint 5 - Update captions on figures and tables in final report 1 

CMS-194 Sprint 5 - Review report (spelling, grammar, phrasing...) 2 
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NO Task Summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-190 Sprint 5 - Update product backlog in final report 2 

CMS-186 Sprint 5 - Update total work hours in final report 1 

CMS-182 Add sprint 5 to final report 5 

CMS-178 Sprint 5 - "Pretty-fy" overall look of the final report (cohesion) 3 

CMS-166 Sprint 5 book-keeping 2 

CMS-63 Test 040000500007: POS transaction - Priority A 3 

CMS-62 Test 040000500006: POS transaction - Priority A 3 

CMS-61 Tests 040000300032: POS CNP business transaction - Priority A 3 

CMS-58 Test 040000500010: POS transaction - Priority A 3 

6.7.2 Is It True? – Sprint Burndown 

Figure 21: Burndown chart for Is It True? 

 

6.7.3 Is It True? – Sprint Work Hours 

The team collectively put in 104 hours, divided among the team members as follows: 

Table 26: Total work hours of Is It True? 

Árni Sunna Svavar Thelma 

31 22 36 15 
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6.7.4 Is It True? – Sprint Retrospective 

In this sprint’s retrospective, all the team members agreed that the team had managed to adapt to the 

additional workload caused by the final exams, which did not cause any significant disruption to the 

overall work. Among positives specified by team members were good morale, collaboration, 

productivity, delegation of tasks, communication, helpfulness, division of labour, where each team 

member’s skills got to shine. The only negatives concerned COVID-19 restrictions and workload from 

exams. The only action points were to keep up the good work for the remainder of the whole project. 

6.8 Sprint 7 – Heroes 

26.4.2021- 9.5.2021 

Scrum master: Sunna 

Heroes was the name of the last sprint in full length. The sprint goal was to finish developing all the 

remaining Mastercard tests and prepare the project for its final release. A final decision was made to 

skip tests that required online PIN encryption (priority C) because of the level of complexity involved. 

9 stories were chosen for the sprint containing a total of 36 issues and 3 independent issues. Estimated 

story points for this sprint were 150. 

6.8.1 Heroes – Sprint Backlog 

Table 27: Sprint backlog for Heroes. 

NO Task Summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-253 Unit tests for classes in utilities 13 

CMS-252 Set up graphic view of the test runs 8 

CMS-251 Generate XML requests for all ISO tests 13 

CMS-250 Handle ISO request for test 040000200015 in Simulator 5 

CMS-249 Generate ISO request for test 040000200015 in Test Manager 5 

CMS-248 Handle ISO request for test 040000300016 in Simulator 5 

CMS-247 Generate ISO request for test 040000300016 in Test Manager 5 

CMS-246 Handle ISO requests for tests 040000300001, 040000300002 and 

040000300001 in Simulator 

5 

CMS-245 Generate ISO request for tests 040000300001, 040000300002 and 

040000300003 in Test Manager 

5 

CMS-244 Handle ISO request for test 040000500011 in Simulator 5 

CMS-243 Generate ISO request for test 040000500011 in Test Manager 5 

CMS-242 Handle ISO request for test 040000900001 in Simulator 5 

CMS-241 Generate ISO request for test 040000900001 in Test Manager 5 
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NO Task Summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-208 Sprint 7 - Update overall burndown chart in final report 3 

CMS-207 Sprint 6 - Update overall burndown chart in final report 3 

CMS-204 Sprint 7 - Update table of contents, tables and figures in final report 1 

CMS-203 Sprint 6 - Update table of contents, tables and figures in final report 1 

CMS-200 Sprint 7 - Update captions on figures and tables in final report 1 

CMS-199 Sprint 6 - Update captions on figures and tables in final report 1 

CMS-196 Sprint 7 - Review report (spelling, grammar, phrasing...) 2 

CMS-195 Sprint 6 - Review report (spelling, grammar, phrasing...) 2 

CMS-192 Sprint 7 - Update product backlog in final report 2 

CMS-191 Sprint 6 - Update product backlog in final report 2 

CMS-188 Sprint 7 - Update total work hours in final report 1 

CMS-187 Sprint 6 - Update total work hours in final report 1 

CMS-184 Add sprint 7 to final report 5 

CMS-183 Add sprint 6 to final report 5 

CMS-180 Sprint 7 - "Pretty-fy" overall look of the final report (cohesion) 3 

CMS-179 Sprint 6 - "Pretty-fy" overall look of the final report (cohesion) 3 

CMS-168 Sprint 7 book-keeping 2 

CMS-167 Sprint 6 book-keeping 2 

CMS-70 Test 040000900001 - POS transaction - Priority A 3 

CMS-68 Test 040000200015 - MSR refund - Priority B 3 

CMS-65 Test 040000500011 - MSR transaction - Priority A 3 

CMS-60 Test 040000300016: Manual entry refund - Priority B 3 

CMS-57 Tests 300001, 300002 and 300003: Mail order, Telephone order, 

eCommerce order - Priority B 

3 

CMS-37 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to send and receive XML data to 

and from the Test Manager. 

5 

CMS-21 Send data 2 work days before status meeting 3 1 

CMS-17 Slides for status meeting 3 - 6.5. 5 
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6.8.2 Heroes – Sprint Burndown 

Figure 22: Burndown chart for Heroes. 

 

6.8.3 Heroes – Sprint Work Hours 

The team collectively put in 143 hours of work, divided among the team members as follows: 

Table 28: Total work hours of Heroes. 

Árni Sunna Svavar Thelma 

39 37 39 28 

6.8.4 Heroes – Sprint Retrospective 

With the team having once again reached all the goals of the sprint, the sprint retrospective was 

characterized by positivity. None of the team members had any criticism of the work processes. The 

only negative comments regarded the COVID-related restrictions, which still prevented the team 

members from meeting in person. To summarize the team’s take on this sprint, the workload was 

equally distributed, everything was finished on time, any problems that came up were quickly resolved 

by the group as a whole, communication was effective, and everyone was in high spirits. There were 

no action points, or even any room for improvement by the team’s estimate. 

6.9 Sprint 8 – 10 Years 

10.5.2021 – 18.5.2021 

Scrum master: Svavar 

The half-sprint somewhat ironically titled 10 Years involved all remaining tasks before the submission 

of the final project at the end of the sprint, and the final presentation that would follow three days 
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later. This accounted for 74 story points. The tasks involved writing an operational manual and a user 

manual for the system, which would additionally cover the last requirements of the list. The final report 

and the slides for the presentation would also need to be finalized. 

6.9.1 10 Years – Sprint Backlog 

Table 29: Sprint backlog for 10 Years. 

NO Summary Story point 

estimate 

CMS-209 Sprint 8 - Update overall burndown chart in final report 3 

CMS-205 Sprint 8 - Update table of contents, tables and figures in final report 2 

CMS-201 Sprint 8 - Update captions on figures and tables in final report 2 

CMS-197 Sprint 8 - Review report (spelling, grammar, phrasing...) 5 

CMS-193 Sprint 8 - Update product backlog in final report 2 

CMS-189 Sprint 8 - Update total work hours in final report 1 

CMS-185 Add sprint 8 to final report 5 

CMS-181 Sprint 8 - "Pretty-fy" overall look of the final report (cohesion) 3 

CMS-169 Sprint 8 book-keeping 5 

CMS-44 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to add process handling for new 

tests in the Simulator. 

3 

CMS-43 As a Test Engineer, I want to be able to add more tests to the 

certification test suite in the Test Manager. 

3 

CMS-25 User manual 13 

CMS-24 Operations manual 13 

CMS-22 Send data before the final presentation 1 

CMS-18 Slides for final presentation 13 
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6.9.2 10 Years – Sprint Burndown 

Figure 23: Burndown chart for 10 Years. 

 

6.9.3 10 Years – Sprint Work Hours 

Total hours of work put in by the team collectively were 50 hours, divided by the team members as 

follows: 

Table 30: Total work hours of 10 Years. 

Árni Sunna Svavar Thelma 

12 12 12 14 

6.9.4 10 Years – Sprint Retrospective 

This project did not feel like it took ten years at all, but maybe doing the degree while working full-

time did so the title of the final sprint, chosen for its Eurovision 2021 significance, still had some 

validity. 

Tying up the loose ends of the project and adding the finishing touches did not involve any sudden 

clashes or significant challenges, so the team finished the work in much the same way as it carried it 

out throughout, which was reflected in the final sprint retrospective. Once again, there were only 

positives: team members had been active; everyone contributed equally in the final week; the writeup 

of the finalized version of the text went well, with everyone contributing and still accepting suggestions 

on how what they had written could be tweaked; team morale remained high; and the effort was 

evenly distributed. 
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6.10 Post Mortem 

At the end of implementing a software project, it can be valuable to reflect on the process as a whole 

and review all the positive and negative factors the team encountered. Looking over what went well, 

what could have been better and what the team learned provides an insight that can be very valuable 

for future projects. 

6.10.1 What Went Well? 

The most important takeaway for the team was fantastic teamwork and collaboration. This was 

mentioned at every retrospective meeting. In the later stage of the project, team members were even 

discussing doing other projects together to be able to continue the collaboration. The morale within 

the team was spectacular throughout the whole semester and there was never a moment of 

disagreement. No one was afraid to speak their mind and the skills of every team member was used 

to the maximum. 

The product owner, Atli Már Guðmundsson, was extremely helpful to the team and always willing to 

teach us something interesting and useful. He raised meaningful questions which encouraged us to 

think outside the box and he was not afraid to give us constructive criticism which was very valuable 

when preparing for the status meetings and the demos. 

Organization of the project was excellent throughout the semester and the work ethics of every team 

member were exemplary. Consistent planning and even workload turned out to be a great advantage 

during the exam period, to the point that this week of reduced work hours did not disrupt the team 

significantly. 

Initially, there were only three members in the team but inviting Árni to the team was one of the best 

decisions that the team made. The project would probably have more difficult to implement with only 

three members, especially as we realized that we had underestimated the complexity of some 

features. 

Right from the beginning, the team focused on working on the final report in parallel to the 

development. That turned out to be a good idea when Árni joined the team. He felt that all 

documentation was very complete, and therefore had a much easier time getting up to speed with the 

project and the group. 

The team was very object oriented in the development which led to components being developed long 

before they were put into use in some contexts. The team was adamant to keep high level of quality 

assurance at all times so development turned out to be very test driven. Unit tests were implemented 

with every feature and the test coverage grew very fast. 

One of the biggest qualities of the team was being unafraid to discard decisions that we did not believe 

in. When we had doubts about something, we discussed it carefully, listing up pros and cons, and then 

we made a decision based on the team discussion. This process helped us, for example migrating 

smoothly from GitHub to Bitbucket and from Google Drive to OneDrive, discard Kibana logging 

monitoring and use Node.js for report viewing. 

Everybody in the team was eager to learn new skills and we shared knowledge with each other as we 

acquired it. In the end, we feel like we learned more from each other than from any mistakes we made. 
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6.10.2 What Could Have Been Better? 

When looking in the rear-view mirror, the team finds it a bit difficult to pinpoint something that could 

have been better. Looking over the retrospective meeting notes, only one issue was consistently 

mentioned as a negative factor and that was COVID-19, and the social restrictions related to the 

pandemic. The team would have preferred to work more closely together at the Rapyd office space 

but unfortunately, we were unable to. 

Looking over all the sprints, the team wonders if we were a bit too conservative when planning the 

sprints and choosing stories. Almost every sprint was completed without having to move issues back 

to the backlog, so we wonder if we may have underestimated our potentials. 

6.10.3 What Did We Learn? 

Learning all the protocols that are used in credit card acquisition was one of the first tasks for the team, 

and that was a pretty steep learning curve. The biggest challenge was without a doubt to learn and 

understand the protocols and processes of credit card transactions. 

Even though most of the team members had very little experience in working on a software 

development project of this scale, that did not seem to affect the group. After this experience, 

everybody now feels much better prepared for taking on jobs in software development. This process 

has provided us with useful insights into project management of larger scale development. 

The team agrees that the project was a key factor in introducing us to technical features that otherwise 

would not have been added to our technical arsenal. None of the team members had used Docker in 

any capacity before. The project also provided us with deeper understanding and knowledge of 

packaging and distribution with Maven and Bitbucket pipelines. 

6.10.4 Future Vision 

The team hopes that the Simulator and Test Manager will be valuable for Rapyd’s quality assurance 

processes, and for future certification processes in particular. Since encryption for online PIN 

authentication was unfortunately not implemented, the team hopes that Rapyd can add that 

functionality soon. 

The project can be enhanced by extending its functionality to the Visa card scheme on top of 

Mastercard. This way, it would provide Rapyd with one single tool for all authorisation request testing. 

Ultimately, the final goal would be to replace the official Simulator from Mastercard with this project 

and uniting it with Visa testing. 
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7 Development 

In the early stages of development, the setup would be such that, upon activation, the Simulator would 

listen on the appropriate port and then, upon activation, the Test Manager would connect to the 

Simulator on that port. This allowed for the development of communications between the Simulator 

and the Test Manager, while leaving the implementation of the additional feature of a connection 

between the Simulator and the KSE for later stages. 

7.1 Logging 

Apache log4j was used for logging. Logs were run from classes, registering the date (%d), time elapsed 

(%-4r), thread name (%t), log level (%-5p), category of logging event (%c), class name (%C), nested 

diagnostic context (%x), along with the customized message of that instance of logging. A three-fold 

logging was implemented, with two separate logs for the Simulator and the Test Manager and then a 

master log, general.log, which would only contain a single session, archiving the log file from before, 

through implementation of daily-rolling-file-appender, set to minutely rollover. The general log would 

then be used to measure and demonstrate the performance of the system. 

7.2  Coverage and Unit Tests 

From the beginning, public methods were tested with unit tests. Since the development was very 

modular and granular throughout the entire project, modules and components were developed before 

they were added to the runtime context (and sometimes way before the runtime context was ready) 

and therefore, the only way of knowing if they worked or not was through unit testing. These are 

‘white box’ tests, as the internal structure is known to the tester.9 Running the software with coverage 

reveals which classes, methods and even lines in the code are tested.  

The test directory is embedded in the folder structure of the system, as each of the three parts of the 

system (Simulator, Test Manager, and utilities) has a ‘src’ folder with subfolders ‘main’ and ‘test’, 

where the unit tests are stored separately from the rest of the system. A typical implementation of a 

unit test involves asserting values that a function should return. Running the Simulator and Test 

Manager with coverage generates statistics down to classes, methods, and lines, for coverage in 

percentages. Generally, unit tests can only be run on methods that are public, as the private methods 

can only be accessed by their classes. These private methods are therefore tested indirectly through 

their classes. However, IntelliJ calculates the private methods into the coverage percentage thus 

skewing the outcome slightly. 

  

 

9 Software Testing Fundamentals; White Box Testing. https://softwaretestingfundamentals.com/white-box-testing/ 
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7.2.1 Overall Coverage Summary 

Table 31: Total test coverage calculated with IntelliJ. 

Package Class, % Method, % Line, % 

all classes 83.3% 

(45/54) 

72.9% 

(191/262) 

64.1% 

(1221/1906) 

7.2.2 Coverage Breakdown 

Table 32: Test coverage by packages calculated with IntelliJ. 

Package Class, % Method, % Line, % 

com.simulator 0% (0/1) 0% (0/2) 0% (0/7) 

com.simulator.DataAccess 100% (1/1) 100% (9/9) 100% (41/41) 

com.simulator.Interface 0% (0/1) 0% (0/9) 0% (0/80) 

com.simulator.Modules  100% (6/6) 96.8% (30/31) 73.9% (334/452) 

com.tm 0% (0/1) 0% (0/2) 0% (0/7) 

com.tm.DataAccess 100% (1/1) 87.5% (14/16) 89.5% (68/76) 

com.tm.Interface 0% (0/1) 0% (0/15) 0% (0/154) 

com.tm.Modules 80% (8/10) 77.8% (35/45) 70.6% (302/428) 

com.tm.Modules.testCases  100% (19/19) 92.9% (65/70) 94.1% (222/236) 

com.utilities 76.9% (10/13) 60.3% (38/63) 59.8% (254/425) 

7.2.3 Development classes 

For the purposes of the development of the software, premade requests, and responses, both in ISO 

and XML format, were generated and stored in a database, where they could then be accessed through 

special classes in the Simulator and the Test Manager. This way, the development of other features 

that would rely on receiving and handling such requests and responses could be carried out before any 

actual requests or responses could be generated. Classes handling those premade messages were later 

deleted from the codebase when there was no need for them any longer. 

7.3 Manual Testing 

In addition to automated unit tests, extensive manual testing was performed on the software. Before 

a pull request was made, the team made sure that the software could run with incoming changes by 

manually running the software, both the Simulator and the Test Manager. Thus, the main classes of 

the modules (SimulatorApplication and TestManagerApplication) were constantly tested and 

monitored. 

The interface classes that handled the socket connection and communications between the Simulator 

and the Test Manager were tested manually with the same methods. Additionally, the TCP 
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file:///C:/Users/sm/Documents/sunna/RU/lokaverkefni/coverage/com.utilities/index.html
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communications were monitored closely with WireShark. This approach turned out to be crucial when 

testing how the software would behave if it were connected to Rapyd’s authorisation system. As 

COVID-related restrictions unfortunately prevented the team from working at the office, we could not 

connect the software to the authorisation system at all. The only way to test the interface was to send 

requests to a mock server and monitor through WireShark that the requests were indeed sent in the 

correct format. 

Figure 24: Screenshot from WireShark showing an XML request sucessfully sent from the Test Manager to a mock server. 
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8 Results 

On May 12, Atli Már Guðmundsson, product owner at Rapyd, performed a real-life testing of the 

Simulator that this group delivered. The testing showed that the goal of the project had been achieved 

and surpassed. The Simulator’s response time is eight times faster than that of the Mastercard Scheme 

Simulator. The substantial reduction in processing time will minimize waiting time for Rapyd and 

improve their efficiency well beyond their initial expectations. One of the requirements of this project 

was that the new Simulator could be connected to the Test Manager or KSE (Rapyd’s authorisation 

system). The team had had to operate under the assumption that this would be the case, as the 

circumstances had not allowed for the group to do that kind of testing on Rapyd’s premises. Atli Már’s 

testing revealed that the Simulator was in fact able to connect to KSE. 
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9 Review from Rapyd Europe hf. 

In January 2021, we welcomed a team of four students from Reykjavík University to work on a software 

project that would improve the quality of our systems. The task was to develop a Mastercard network 

simulator that would facilitate testing of the company’s authorisation system. We gave the team a 

well-defined project scope and provided them with detailed documentation on all the relevant 

protocols and processes involved in credit card acquiring. 

The team tackled this challenge with great work ethics and a positive attitude. Unfortunately, due to 

COVID-19 restrictions we were unable to meet them as much as we had hoped to, but whenever we 

did, the team was enthusiastic and very energetic. The team was very solution oriented and faced 

these restrictive social circumstances professionally. 

The recurring question we asked the team during the project was: “How are you going to demonstrate 

that the software meets the requirements?” Thus, the team was conscious about how they would 

represent the finalized product convincingly and, in the end, delivered a product that improves up on 

the current solution by a factor of 30 by bringing response times down from 2 seconds to 60 

milliseconds. 

All in all, both the project and the collaboration were a great success, and the finalized product will 

without a doubt benefit the company. 

On behalf of Rapyd Europe hf., 

Atli Már Guðmundsson, product owner. 
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10 Conclusion 

Upon delivery, as far as the team can determine, the Mastercard Simulator that was developed in this 

project could replace its predecessor, the official Mastercard Scheme Simulator, for the specialized 

testing that the project was focused on. This promises to make testing the acquiring system, as is 

required of different units within the Rapyd enterprise, significantly more efficient than the 

arrangement that is currently in place, with Mastercard’s official testing vehicle. The team was able to 

meet several B-requirements with the final product, so it has been successful beyond the basic 

expectations, although the C-requirement of encryption had to be left out. 

With COVID-related restrictions severely limiting the team’s possibilities of meeting in person, or at 

the premises of Rapyd, the organization of the project was instrumental for its completion at the level 

that was delivered. The team found the Scrum methodology to work well in these circumstances. The 

daily meetings, 2-week sprints and the rotating responsibility of Scrum master were an effective way 

of keeping the pace, setting goals, achieving them, and ensuring that everyone was on top of what was 

required.  

Through this project, Rapyd has provided us with a great real-life experience of what it means to work 

in a professional IT company, in terms of structure, flow and expectations. It was enlightening to see 

how the Scrum methodology can be effective in a real-life environment, after having studied it 

theoretically. In face of challenging circumstances, Rapyd has been incredibly supportive to the team, 

providing knowledge, guidance of direction and logistics (for what was possible). It is a pity that we 

were not able to take advantage of the facilities, which Rapyd would surely have offered to us had the 

COVID-related restrictions not prevented it. We are especially thankful towards Atli, the product 

owner, who went far beyond what we would have expected, in terms of support. He made us all feel 

like we were a part of the team, always gave us a lot of time and would always have constructive 

comments. 

With how well the whole project went, the team is left wondering whether it would not have been 

doable to meet further requirements with more features, or at least the C-requirement of the 

encryption. However, that is something that the team members will take with them as a lesson into 

future endeavours.  
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11 Glossary 

Table 33: Glossary list for common acronyms. 

Acronym Meaning 

ATM Automated Teller Machine 

BIN Bank Interchange Number 

CAT Cardholder Activated Terminal 

CNP Card Not Present 

CP Card Present 

CVM Cardholder Verification Method 

KSE Rapyd’s Authorisation System 

MSR Magnetic Stripe card 

PAN Primary Account Number 

POS Point of Sale 
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